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Let K be a closed proper saddle function defined on the product Y x Z of 
two Banach spaces, at least one of which is reflexive. Two results about the 
subdifferential a&C of R are presented. The first asserts that the domain of aK 
is dense in the domain of K, a property which has been conjectured by 
R. T. Rockafellar. The second is concerned with the monotone operator 
T, : Y x Z + 2y*xz* associated with K: it is shown that TX has a unique 
maximal monotone extension to the bidual Y** x Z** and that T, is dense 
in this extension in a rather strong sense. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A convex function on a real locally convex Hausdorff space X is an 
everywhere defined function f with values in c-03, +CO] whose 
epigraph (i.e., the set of points in X x IR lying above the graph off) 
is convex. The domain of f is defined by dom f = (cc :f(x) < + CO}. 
If f(x) > - co for all x and f ( ) x < + co for at least one x, then f is 
said to be proper. It is said to be closed if it is proper and lower semi- 
continuous, or else if it is identically + CO or -co. Given any convex 
function f on X, there exists a greatest closed convex function 
majorized by f; this function is called the closure off and denoted by 
cl f. The multivalued mapping i3f :X + 2x* given by 
af(x) = (x* t X* : f(x’) > f(x) + (x’ - x, x*) for all x’ E X> 
is called the ~ff~dz~~e~~~a~ off, and the elements in af (x) are called 
subgradients off at x. Similar definitions hold for concave functions. 
Hereafter X will be the product of two locally convex Hausdorf? 
spaces Y and 2. We identify X* with Y* x Z* and write 
<x, x*> = <r,r*> + Q, z*> 
for x = (y, z) E X and x* = (y*, z*) E X*. 
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Let K be a saddle function on Y x Z (i.e., an everywhere defined 
function with values in [- co, + co] such that K(*, a) is concave on Y 
for each z and K( y, 0) is convex on 2 for each y) and let 
aK : Y x Z -+ 2=*x=* be its subdzrerential (i.e., aK( y, a) consists of 
all ( y*, a”) such that y* is a subgradient of the concave function 
K(-, a) at y and a* is a subgradient of the convex function K( y, -) 
at 2). The domain of aK is defined by 
D(W = {(y, z) : WY, 2) # m: 
and the domain of K by dom K = CK x D, , where 
CK = {y : cl, K(y, .z) >. - c.0 for all x E 21, 
DK = (a : cl, K( y, a) <: + co for all y E Y}. 
Here cl,K[cl,K] denotes the (saddle) function obtained by closing 
K( y, z) as a concave [convex] function of y[x] for each x[ y]. Clearly 
D(aK) C dom K. 
In the first part of this paper, we consider the problem of the 
density of D(8K) in dom K and prove the following result, where 
a saddle function K is said to be closed if cl,K and c&K are both 
equivalent to K, two saddle functions L and M being equivalent if
cl,L = cl,M and cl,L = cl,M. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a closed saddle function on Y x 2, and 
suppose that Y and 2 are Banach spaces, atleast one of which is rejlexive. 
Then D(aK) is dense in dom K. 
This result was conjectured by Rockafellar [8, p. 2491. Unless 
more restrictive continuity conditions were imposed on K, the 
conclusion of theorem 1 was only known to be true for Y and Z 
finitedimensional [6, 91. W e remark that the situation in the case of 
purely convex functions Cl] suggests that the above reflexivity 
assumption might be unnecessary; this assumption enters our proof 
only to insure that D(aK) is nonempty when K is proper (i.e., not 
identically +co or -co). On the other hand, the counterexamples of 
[l] show that theorem 1 cannot be extended much further beyond 
the Banach space case. 
Theorem 1 is derived in Section 3 from a study of the sum of two 
saddle functions (Section 2). In the finite dimensional case, the 
sum of two saddle functions was defined and investigated recently 
in [4]. 
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The second part of this paper is concerned with the monotone 
operator associated with K, TK : X + 2x*, given by 
TK(Y, z> = gy*, z”) : (-y”, x*> E qy, x)>. 
This operator was introduced in relation with minimax problems 
by Rockafellar [8] h p w o roved that under the assumptions of theorem 1, 
TX is maximal monotone if K is proper. Our purpose is to show 
that TK enjoys an additional monotonicity property which involves 
the monotone extensions of TK to the bidual X** and is of interest 
in the study of monotone operators in nonreflexive Banach spaces. 
If X is a Banach space and T : X -+ 2x* is a monotone operator, 
we denote by T : X** -+ 2x* the (monotone) operator whose graph 
is the closure of the graph of T with respect to the weakest topology 
~5$ on X** x X* which is stronger than 0(X**, X*) x a(X*, X**) 
and such that (x**, x*) ---f (x**, x*) be upper semicontinuous. We 
say that T is of dense type1 if T is maximal monotone. In particular, 
if F is a topology on X** x X* which is stronger than To and if the 
closure of T with respect to F is maximal monotone as an operator 
from X** to X*, then this closure coincides with T and T is of dense 
type. In this case we say that T is of dense type with respect to F. It was 
shown in [2] that several properties of monotone operators in reflexive 
Banach spaces could be extended to nonreflexive Banach spaces 
provided the operators were of dense type with respect to some 
suitable topology. Moreover, it is known that the subdifferential zf 
of a closed proper convex function f on X is of dense type with respect 
to Y, where (of*, xi*) -+ (x**, x*) for 7 iff xt* -+ x** for 
0(X***, X*), /I x,* (1 -+ (/ x** jl and xi* +x* in norm [2]. On the 
other hand, there are maximal monotone operators which are not of 
dense type [3]. 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a closed proper saddle function on 
X = Y x Z, and suppose that Y and Z are Banach spaces, at least 
one of which is reflexive, say Z. Then TK is of dense type with respect 
to F, where (( y$*, xi), (yi*, zi*)) -+ (( y**, z), ( y*, z*)) for F iff 
y;* --t y** for u( y**, y*), II yi”* II - II y** II and xi - x, yi* -Y*, 
zi* --t z* for the norm topologies of Z, Y”, Z*, respectively. 
A similar conclusion holds if Y, rather than Z, is reflexive. The 
proof of theorem 2 (Section 4) is based on the corresponding result 
for convex functions mentioned above and uses a basic fact from the 
1 This terminology is slightly different from that of [2]. 
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duality theory for saddle functions [6, 7, 9, 1 I] together with a recent 
renorming theorem by Trojanski [12]. 
2. SUM OF Two SADDLE FUNCTIONS 
There are two technical difficulties involved in defining the sum 
of two saddle functions. The first comes from the fact that we are 
working with extended real-valued functions. The second is that the 
interesting objects are not individual functions but equivalence lasses 
of functions. 
Let K and L be saddle functions on Y x 2’ and define 
4 WY, 4 + W(Y, 4 
MY, 4 = 
i 
4 K(Y, 4 + 4qy, z> if zEDKnD,, 
+oo if z#DKnD,. 
It is immediate that M and B are saddle functions and that dom @ 
and dom i@ contain dom K n dom L. Moreover, CM = C, n C, - 
and Da=DKnD,. 
THEOREM 3. Let K and L be closed saddle functions on Y x 2, 
where Y and Z are Banach spaces. Suppose that int domL meets 
dom K. Then, with the above notations, 
(i) M and M are equivalent closed saddle functions, and 
cl, &j = A? and cl, S? = H, 
(ii) dom M = dom m = dom K n dom L, 
(iii) for each (y, x) E Y x Z, 
MY, 4 = aqy, z) = H‘qy, 2) + a-qy, x). 
The following two lemmas will be needed in the proof of theorem 3. 
Lemma 1 is well known (cf., e.g., [5]) and Lemma 2 is essentially 
contained in an argument of [l 1, p. 1191. For the sake of completeness, 
we give the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let f and g be proper convex functions on a locally 
convex Hausdorff space. Suppose that cl f and cl g are proper and that 
there exists a point where both f and g are Jinite and at least one is 
continuous. Then cl(f + g) = cl f + cl g. 
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LEMMA 2. Let L be a closed saddle function on Y x Z, where Y 
and Z are Banach spaces. Suppose that int CL # a,. Then, for each 
z E Z, the functions L(-, x), cl, L( *, z) and cl, L(-, z) agree on int C, . 
They are (finite and) continuous on int C, if z E D, , and identically 
+co on intC, ifx$DL. 
Proof. The first assertion of Lemma 2 follows easily from the 
second. Moreover, since cl, L < L < cl, L and since a proper concave 
function which has a finite lower bound on an open set is continuous 
throughout its domain, it suffices to prove the second assertion for 
the function cl, L. 
Let z E Z. We deduce from cl, L = cl, cl, L that for y E CL , 
Each function f,,+ is >- GO on C, ; indeed y E C, implies that 
cl, L( y, *) is bounded from below on any ball of Z. In addition, f#,, 
is an upper semicontinuous concave function on Y which minorizes 
the concave function cl, L( *, a) on C, . If z E DL , then both functions 
are proper, and by [5, p. 301, fz,E is continuous on int CL, so that 
cl, L(*, .z) is also continuous on int C, . If z $ DL , then fi,, may be 
improper or proper. In the first case, fn,< must be +CO on CL , and 
a fortiori cl, L(-, z) = + 00 on C, . In the second case, fn,E is 
continuous on int CL and thus bounded from below on a neighborhood 
of any point of int Ct . It is then easy to deduce from 
lim sup cl,L(y’, z) = + Co for y E int CL, 
11.10 IlY'-YllG? 
(a consequence of cl, cl, L(-, z) = cl, L(*, z) = + co), that 
cl, L(*, x) = + co on int C, . Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. To prove (i), it suffices to verify that 
cl, M = &i and cl, m = M. We will show that cl, @ = n, i.e., that 
4 M(*, 2) = 
cl, q*, z> + cl,L(-, z) if a~D,n DL, 
+oo if z$DK#DL, 
where &4 is given, for each z E Z, by 
cl, K(., z) + cl,L(*, z) on C, r\ CL, 
--a~ outside CK n CL. 
The proof that cl, H = M is similar. 
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First suppose that x E DK n DL . Then 
&d(*, x) = cl, K(-, z) + cl&(*, z) 
all over Y because both sides coincide on C, n CL and are equal to 
- 00 outside C, n C, . Applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 1, we obtain 
cl, @(-, z) = cl, cl, K(*, ix) + cl, cl&(*, z) 
= cl, K( *, z) + cl, L( *, z) 
on Y. Now suppose that x $ DK . This means cl, K(*, z) 3 + co on Y, 
so that 
lirn&up cl, K( y’, z) = + co 
1 
for at least one yi E Y. Let yz E C, n int C, and y3 E [ yi , ya] n int CL . 
We have 
limsyup cl, K(y’, z) > -co 
2 
because ys E C, , and thus, by concavity, 
lirn2y;p cl, K(y’, z) = + co. 
Choose a sequence yn --f y3 such that cl, K( yn , x) + + co. By 
Lemma 2, either 
or cl, L(y, , z) = + co for n sufficiently arge. In any case it follows 
that 
with yn E C, n C, for 1z sufficiently large, which implies cl, &?(., x) SE 
+ 00 on Y. Finally, suppose that z 4 D, . Let y E C, n int CL . We 
have 
liy:;p cl, K( y’, z) > - co. 
Choose a sequence yn -+y such that cl, K( yn , z) --f r > -co. By 
Lemma 2, cl,L( ya , 2) = + cc for n sufficiently arge. It follows 
that for n sufficiently arge, cl, K( yn , z) + cl,L( yn , x) = + co 
with yn E C, n C, , which implies cl, @(e, x) = + co on Y. 
Part (ii) is a consequence of (i) and of the fact that the domain of a 
saddle function only depends on its equivalence class. 
To prove (iii), write aK( y, z) = (B,K( y, z), a&( y, z)), where 
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V(Y, ~W-(Y, 41 d eno es t the set of all subgradients of the 
concave [convex] function K(*, z)[K( y, ,- , *)I at yrxl. Bv Lemma 2 and _ L - I 
[5, p. 621, we have 
a, cl, qy, 2) + a, cl,Jqy, x)
alMi(r'Z'= 10 if z$DKnD,. 
if zEDKnD,, 
Since the subdifferential of a saddle function only depends on its 
equivalence class, it follows from (i) that aiIJ = a&! = 8K + aL. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Let K be a closed saddle function on Y x 2, where 
Y and Z are Banach spaces. Let C C Y and D C Z be closed convex 
sets such that int(C x D) meets dom K. DeJne 
I 
K(Y, 4 if y E C, XE D, 
KdY, 4 = +a if y E C, z q! D, (1) 
--CO if y $ C. 
Then K, is a closed saddle function with domain dom K n (C x D), 
and for each ( y, z) E Y x 2, 
wl(Y, 4 = =(Y, 4 + (--N,(Y), ~DW), (2) 
where N,( y)[N,(z)] denotes the normal cone to C[D] at y[z]. 
Proof. Define the closed saddle function L by 
/ 
0 if YEC, ZE D, 
qy,-q = +a if y E C, z $ D, 
--oo if y # C. 
Then, with the notations of Theorem 3, the saddle function K, 
satisfies M < KO < iV. This implies, by Theorem 3, that K, belongs 
to the equivalence class containing M and m, so that the conclusion 
of Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 
3. DENSITY OF D(8K) IN dom K 
Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of Corollary 1 and of the fact 
that the subdifferential of a closed proper saddle function on Y x Z 
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is nonempty when Y and 2 are Banach spaces, at least one of which 
is reflexive (cf. [S]). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that K is proper. Let 
( y, z) E dom K and let C[D] b e a closed ball around y[z] in Y[Zj. 
Let K, be defined by (I). Th en a& is nonempty. This implies by 
(2) that C x II meets D(X). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be a closed saddle function on Y x 2, and 
suppose that Y and Z are Banach spaces, at least one of which is 
reflexive. Then the closure of D(aK) is the product of a closed convex 
set in Y and a closed convex set in 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, cl D( aK) = cl dom K. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. In a preliminary version of this paper, Theorem 1 was 
deduced under an additional renorming assumption from Theorem 2 
using the results of [2] about approximate duality mappings. 
Remark 2. Another possible definition of the domain of K is: 
dam’ K = C,’ x DK’ where 
CK’={y:K(y,z)> --coforallzEZ), 
DK’={z:K(y,z)< ScoforallyEY). 
Clearly dom K C dam’ K. A basic disadvantage of this new definition 
comes from the fact that dom’ K depends on the representative of 
the equivalence class of K, as is seen from the following example 
due to Rockafellar: let A be an unbounded, closed linear operator on 
a Hilbert space H with dense domain D(A), and let 
qy, z) = <r’; z, I 
if yED(A), zEZ9, 
if r#W); 
then K is a closed proper saddle function on H x H, and 
dom K = D(A) x D(A*), dom’ K = dom’ cl, K = D(A) x H and 
dam’ cl, K = H x D(A*). However, some relationship always holds 
between dom and dom’: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K be a saddle function on Y x 2. Then 
dom K = dam’ cl, K n dom’ cl, K. If K is closed, then dom K 
is dense in dam’ K. 
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Proo$ We may assume that K is proper. The first assertion is 
immediate. To prove the second, let ( yO, x,,) $ cl dom K. Either 
y. f$ cl C, or x0 $ cl DK . Consider the first case and let N be an open 
neighborhood of y,, with N n C, = 0. For y E iV, cl, K( y, .) =z - co 
on 2. Take xE&. Th en we deduce from cl, K(*, ,s) = - co on N 
that cl, K(*, z) = cl, cl, K(., z) = -co on N. Consequently, 
K(*, Z) = - 00 on N, and in particular K( y0 , x) = -co, which 
implies ( ya , zO) 4 dom’ K. The second case can be established 
similarly. Q.E.D. 
4. MONOTONE OPERATOR ASSOCIATED WITH K 
The following fact from the duality theory for saddle functions 
[ll, p. 1181 will b e needed in the proof of Theorem 2: the formula 
qy, z*> = sup{< z, z*> - qy, z) : z E Z} (3) 
defines a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence classes 
of closed proper saddle functions K on Y x 2 and the closed proper 
convex functions F on Y x Z*, where Z* is given the Mackey 
topology T(Z*, 2); moreover, under this correspondence, 
(Y”, x*) E TdY, 4 iff (y*, z) E aF(y, z*). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define S . X** = y** x 2-t 2X* E 2Y*XZ* 
by (Y*, z”) E S(Y**, x) iff ( y*,‘x) E (aF*)-l (y**, z*). Here F is 
given by (3), F* is the closed proper convex function on Y* x Z 
conjugate to F and iYF* : Y* x 2 --+ 2y**Xz* is the subdifferential of
F*. Since (i?F*)-l is an extension of aF, S is an extension of T, . 
Moreover, since (aF*)-l is maximal monotone [lo], S is maximal 
monotone. Hence, to prove Theorem 2, we have to show that each 
element in the graph of S can be approached in a suitable way by 
elements in the graph of TK . 
Let 1 ) be an equivalent norm on 2 such that the corresponding 
dual norm on 2” is locally uniformly convex (such a norm exists 
since 2 is reflexive [13]) and endow Y x Z* with the norm 
KY, z*)I = (IIY /I2 + I .z* lz)l’z* 
Let ((r**, z), ( y*, z*)) E gr S. By definition, ( y*, z) E (aF*)-l 
(Y**9 z*). Then, by the dense type property for subdifferentials of
convex functions mentioned in the introduction, there exist 
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( Yii*> xi) E aF(yi, zi*) such that yi -+y** for o(Y**, Y*), xi* - x* 
for a(Z*, Z), I( yi , z~*)I - I( y**, x*)1 and ( yi*, xi) --+ ( y*, 2) in 
norm in Y* x 2. Passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that 
jjyij/-+aand /xi*j-+/3. Wehave 
(a” + py2 = l(y**, z”)I = (fly** 112 + I z* 12)1’2, 
and by lower semicontinuity, 11 y** 11 < a and 1 z* I < 8; con- 
sequently, 11 y** 11 = a and I x* 1 = /I. It then follows from the 
local uniform convexity of ( 1 on 2” that xd* - x* in norm. Thus 
[:;ikzJ, ( yi*, zi*)) E gr TK converges in the desired YE ; 
> 4, ( y*, z*)). * . . 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be a closed proper saddle function on 
X = Y x 2, and suppose that Y and Z are Banach spaces, at least 
one of which is rej?exive. Then T, : X** - 2x* is the inverse of 
T K’ : x* -+ 2x**, where Tx* is the monotone operator associated with 
the equivalence class of closed proper saddle functions onX* = Y * x Z* 
conjugate to K. 
Proof. Since (aK*)-l is an extension of aK, (TK*)-l is an extension 
of TK , and since ( TKt)-l is monotone maximal, ( TK*)-l is an extension 
of TK. But TK is monotone maximal by Theorem 2. Hence 
T, = (T&-l. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Let K be a closed saddle function on X = Y x Z, 
and suppose that Y and Z are Banach spaces, at least one of which is 
reflexive. Then the norm closure in X* of the range of 8K is convex. 
Proof. It is equivalent to show that the norm closure in X* of 
the range of Tr is convex, but this follows from Theorem 2 and 
[2, p. 3861. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. In Corollary 3, the range of aK is the domain of 
the mapping obtained from the subdifferential ofK* by restricting 
attention to subgradients belonging to X. 
Remark 4. Let f be a closed proper convex function on a Banach 
space X and let g, ,..., g be convex functions on X which are 
uniformly continuous on each bounded subset of X. Then, using 
arguments similar to [2, p. 376-3781, one can prove that af : X + 2X* 
is of dense type with respect to F, where (x$*, xi*) -+ (x**, x*) for 
T iff xi”* 3 x** for 0(X**, X*), I[ XT* jl 3 II x** [I, gk**(@*) -+ 
g$*(x**) for each k = l,..., N and xi* -+ x* in norm. This leads to 
a corresponding refinement of Theorem 2. 
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